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President Barack Obama

The White House

1600 Pennsylvania Avenue, N.W.
Washington, D.C., 20500

Dear Mr. President,

As a member of the House Natural Resources Committee, it is my duty to carry out effective
oversight of the executive branch to ensure taxpayer money is spent appropriately. As part of that
duty, I recently requested information from the National Oceanic and Atmospheric
Administration (NOAA), the U.S. Coast Guard, and the U.S. Geological Survey (USGS)
regarding the federal response to last summer's Deepwater Horizon oil spill. After those agencies
initially failed to honor my request, I sent a second round of letters co-signed by Rep. Nick
Rahall, then the Chairman of the House Natural Resources Committee, on Nov. 30. The
responses we received prompt my letter to you today. They have raised several concerns that I
hope to address as soon as possible.

My request centered on the release of a federal report ("Deepwater Horizon Oil Budget")
suggesting that approximately three quarters of the spilled oil had evaporated or was otherwise
no longer an environmental or economic threat. Because of the economic damage caused by the
Horizon spill, it is our duty as public servants to ensure that such an accident never happens
again. I am concerned not only about the federal government's response to the spill, but about
the many other offshore oil rigs that are not being effectively monitored around the country. How
federal agencies inspect rigs and respond to potential safety threats is of paramount importance,
as Horizon showed us.

My staff has carefully reviewed hundreds of e-mails and other requested records pertaining to the
preparation and dissemination of the Oil Budget report. I would like to apprise you of our
findings to date. These findings are based on the documents currently in my possession - if other
documents would expand or clarify the picture presented here, I would appreciate a chance to
review them.

Unacceptable Redactions

As president, you have promised heightened levels of transparency and accountability. I am
therefore disappointed to see that NOAA's response to my request involved unjustifiable
redactions to many of the transmitted documents, including entire pages blacked out in the
middle of pertinent e-mail conversations.



As you know, presidential assertions of confidentiality in the face of legitimate congressional
inquiries have been viewed skeptically by the courts over the past several decades. I believe
NOAA's redactions violate the spirit and principle of the accountability you promised. These
redactions are unacceptable and overreaching. I have provided a selection of representative
examples for your review [see Attachment A]. These selections are by no means exhaustive.

I request advisement from you as to whether, by redacting these and other documents, you claim
executive privilege over the material in question. I take my oversight duties seriously, and I feel
it appropriate to inform you that I will continue myefforts with all colleagues interested in doing
the same. Such redactions concern me, and I hope not to face similar obstacles in the future.

Ignoring Federal Scientists

Under President Bush, federal scientists were routinely ignored in favor of political requests by
corporations with an ambitious deregulatoryagenda. Rep. Henry Waxman held multiple hearings
and pursued several lines of inquiry that revealed the extent to which agency experts were
sidelined when their findings on important scientific topics such as climate change1, groundwater
risks , endangered species3 and prescription drug safety4 clashed with Bush administration
priorities.

In this same vein, I am deeply disturbed by written warnings from NOAA Administrator Jane
Lubchenco to the White House that seem to have been ignored. Specifically, she wrote that the
Oil Budget report's conclusion that approximately 75 percentof the spilled oil had been rendered
harmless was in error. On the morning of Aug. 4, when the report was released, she wrote an e-
mail to several Department of Commerce officials and White House communications staffer
Jennifer Austin stating:

I'm concerned to hear that the oil budget report is being portrayed as saying that 75% of
the oil is gone and that this is a NOAA report. Please help make sure that both errors are
corrected: It's not accurate to say that 75% of the oil is gone. 50% of it is gone - either
evaporated or burned, skimmed or recovered from the wellhead. 24% has been
dispersed, and although much of this is in the process of being degraded, it is not 'gone'
yet. The residual 26% is light sheen, weathered tarballs, washed ashore or captured on
beaches. And I would hope that everyone would emphasize that this was an interagency
report, not just a NOAA report [see Attachment B].

Despite Ms. Lubchenco's urge to be cautious, the public nevertheless heard that 75 percent of the
oil was indeed "gone." Carol Browner, special adviser to the president for energy and climate
change, said on the Today Show and in other venues later that same day: "I think it's also

1http://www.firstamendmentcenter.org/news.aspx?id=l 8078
2http://www.riverreporter.com/issues/08-03-06/head3-gas.html
3http://www.washingtonpost.com/wp-dyn/content/article/2007/05/01/AR2007050101920.html
4http://abcnews.go.com/Health/story?id=3250137



important to note that our scientists have done an initial assessment, and more than three quarters
of the oil is gone. The vast majority of the oil is gone."5

The White House, for whatever reason, was apparently unable to understand Ms. Lubchenco's
warning. It ignored explicit technical advice from one of its highest ranking scientific officials.
This suggests that the federal government is not yet prepared to effectively regulate offshore
drilling, whether because of the scientific complexities involved or because various offices
cannot effectively communicate with one another. In either case, this raises serious concerns
about whether our current federal scientific regulatory framework is strong enough to reduce the
danger of another oil spill.

Industry Influence

There have been longstanding concerns, in the public and in Congress, about the comfortable
relationship between federal agencies and the drilling industry. The excessively close ties
between the now defunct Minerals Management Service and regulated companies like BP may
have added to the climate that allowed the Deepwater Horizon spill to happen in the first place.
Therefore, I amconcerned about the influence BP may have had on the report itself. Early drafts
of the Oil Budget report list BP official Peter Carragher as an "independent scientist" who
reviewed the report [see Attachment C].

His name was removed from later drafts and was not included in the final version of the report
[see Attachment D].

I am concerned not only about any changes BP may have suggested to the report that were not
publicly disclosed, but about how a report of this magnitude can be considered independent
when the company under investigation had a staffer review a pre-publication draft. Please inform
me as to what influence BP had on the final report released to the public and why a BP scientist
was listed in early drafts as an "independent" reviewer.

This issue goes to the heart of how federal employees charged with protecting taxpayer dollars
handle sensitive information. Companies under investigation should not be allowed to review
federally generated scientific reports that put them in potential financial jeopardy before the
public can review those reports. Such activity calls into question whether our federal government
is looking out for the public interest first and foremost. The fact that NOAA felt the need to
solicit BP's technical assistance to write a report on BP's own failings suggests that the federal
government is not yet prepared to effectively and independently regulate offshore drilling.

The Report as Public Relations

On several occasions, it appears the White House overruled government experts' advice in favor
of report language that oversimplified scientific issues for public consumption. Science is not
public relations, and precision is vital. Communicating an effective federal response to the public
is not the same as reducing the relevant issues to a few bullet points. Gaining public trust is

5http://www.politifact.com/tmth-o-meter/statements/2010/aug/16/carol-browner/carol-browner-says-three-quarters-
oil-spilled-gulf/



necessary in disaster response, and the preparation of the Oil Budget report suggests the White
House chose to shortcut that process.

For instance, an early draft of the report apparently sent to the White House for review found that
the size of the spill should be expressed as a range of between three and five million barrels of
oil [see Attachment E].

Days later, a NOAA official wrote, "We have received strong pushback from WH on the
cumulative total used in our graphic being more than the official 4.93 M bbls." [see Attachment
n

A subsequent draft of the report substituted a precise figure of 4.9 million barrels for the
previously recommended ranges [see Attachment G].

This substitution suggests that White House "pushback" subjugated expert opinion to political
expediency.

There have been multiple independent analyses of the oil spill that raise further concerns about
the executive branch's characterization of the fate of the oil. To take just one example, the
Georgia Sea Grant Program released a report Aug. 17 ("Outcome/Guidance from Georgia Sea
Grant Program: Current Status ofBP Oil Spill")6 that found millions ofbarrels of oil may, as of
the report's release, have still been in the ocean:

[A]fter accounting for oil that has been skimmed and burned (10% collectively),
evaporated (8-12%) and degraded (4-8%), we estimate that the oil remaining at or
below the surface is between 70 and 79% or between 2.9 and 3.2 million barrels.

We note that this does not account for oil that we know has washed into coastal

wetlands. This is a particularly difficult form to quantify, since much of it has settled in
tidal creek and bay bottoms or has been buried in salt marsh and creek bottom
sediments.

While I hesitate to offer a definitive scientific opinion on any of these issues, I am concerned that
the draft and review process led to an oversimplification of the complexities of spill response for
the sake of public relations. As the next section of this letter shows, these were not isolated
incidents.

EPA Objections

I am concerned about several e-mails from Environmental Protection Agency experts cautioning
officials at other agencies against misleading characterizations of federal oil dispersion efforts.
Specifically, several officials wrote back and forth about how to express the effectiveness of
chemicals inserted into the spilled oil to disperse and break up what was at that point a thick
sludge. EPA official Bob Perciasepe wrote on July 31:

http://uga.edu/aboutUGA/joye_pkit/GeorgiaSeaGrant_OilSpillReport8-16.pdf



The percentages are very rough and should not be considered accurate. We still do not
believe we should in a public document try to distinguish between naturally and
chemically dispersed oil in the ocean. These calculations are extremely rough estimates,
yet when they are put into the press- which we want to happen- they will take on a life
of their own. We should combine these two categories [see Attachment H].

A USGS official later responded:

Based on how NOAA is developing a communication product with the WH, the
dispersion types (Natural & Chemical) will not be combined. We appreciate the case for
combining them, however the goal is to show chemical dispersion as part of the Federal
response to the spill [see Attachment I].

While there is room for legitimate internal debate about scientific issues, this exchange gives the
distinct impression that the White House was more concerned about public image than scientific
accuracy in describing the effectiveness of its cleanup efforts. I request an explanation of why
EPA objections to the Oil Budget report's language were overruled, and why the EPA was not
even listed as an authoring agency on the final report. EPA officials were intimately involved in
pre-publication conversations with other agencies, and their absence in report credits is curious.

Refusal to Work With Mv Staff

When my staff received the documents in question and began to review them, it became clear
that many of the records I had requested were redacted. I had asked my communications director,
Adam Sarvana, to head the investigation and put my confidence in him to get the information I
sought. Mr. Sarvana works out of my personal office, not the House Committee on Natural
Resources. This fact was repeatedly used by Department of Commerce officials to delay and
undermine the federal response to my inquiry.

As Mr. Sarvana wrote to Commerce officials April Boyd and Jonathan Wright on Dec. 18:

Jonathan called me last night to say that the heavily redacted documents we received in
response to the request from my boss and Chairman Rahall are all we're going to get.
He said such redactions are common and fall under "agency privilege." He informed me
that he would no longer communicate with me, only committee or subcommittee
counsel, and would do this no earlier than Monday [Dec. 20]. I asked him to put all of
this in writing to memorialize the conversation. Instead, he wrote a short note: "Per our
conversation, we can begin to address the questions below with Committee or
Subcommittee staff next week. Please feel free to send along the our [sic] contact
information" [see Attachment J].

This was not the only instance in which Mr. Sarvana was told he could no longer
communicate with executive branch officials or otherwise move forward with my inquiry. I
encourage you to read the full correspondence between my staff and Commerce
representatives to appreciate the seriousness of my concern about how this was handled by
the executive branch. I request an explanation of why my staff was repeatedly rebuffed by



Commerce and why Commerce officials refused to deal with Mr. Sarvana, in writing or
otherwise, in following through on my request. The Department of Commerce does not
decide how my office does its business, nor who it responds to during a formal
Congressional inquiry.

Changes in Policy

As the National Commission on the BP Deepwater Horizon Oil Spill and Offshore Drilling
recently found in its final report ("Deep Water: The Gulf Oil Disaster and the Future of Offshore
Drilling")7:

The blowout was not the product of a series of aberrational decisions made by rogue
industry or government officials that could not have been anticipated or expected to
occur again. Rather, the root causes are systemic and, absent significant reform in both
industry practices and government policies, might well recur. The missteps were rooted
in systemic failures by industry management (extending beyond BP to contractors that
serve many in the industry), and also by failures of government to provide effective
regulatory oversight of offshore drilling.

These failures were no surprise to industry observers. I and many of my House colleagues
pushed strongly for the reforms contained in last year's Consolidated Land, Energy, and Aquatic
Resources (CLEAR) Act of 2010, which would have done a great deal to improve federal
oversight and management of oil drilling. Senate Republicans refused to allow the CLEAR Act
to come to the floor for a vote, and it was terminated. This year, I hope to see another vigorous
effort on behalf of these and other needed environmental and worker safety reforms. As many
scientists and professional engineers involved in spill response have attested, the status quo is
unworkable. I request advisement from you on what further regulatory or legislative
improvements you aim to pursue in federal oil drilling management during the 112" Congress so
that we might improve the chances of success in this vital area.

I look forward to your response.

With respect and very sincerely,

Rep. Raul M. Grijalva
House Committee on Natural Resources

^*w si

' http://www.oilspillcoinmission.gov/final-icporl
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From:Griffis,Kevin[mailto:KGrlfns@doc.gov]
Sent:Wednesday,August04,201011:22AM
To:Smith,Sean;Lubchenco,Jane;Smullen,Scott
Cc:Kenney,Justin;Austin^ennifer;Heather_R._Zlch<
Nicholas_S_ShapiroHH^PHH
Subject:RE:FW:Toplmeorrelease

000595

Fetcher,Adam;



969000
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Original Message
From: Smith, Sean [mailto:Sean.Smith@dhs.gov]
Sent: Wednesday, August 04, 2010 11:09 AM
To: Lubchenco, Jane; Smith, Sean;' Griffis, Kevin; Smullen, Scott
Cc: Kenney, Justin^Austin^Jennifer; Heather_R._Zichaj

_Shapir^^^U|^m
Subject: Re: FW: Topline of release

Fetcher, Adam;

Original Message
From: Jane Lubchenco <Jane.Lubchenco@noaa.gov>
To: Smith, Sean <Sean.Smith@dhs.gov>; KGriffis@doc.gov <KGriffis@doc.gov>;
Scott.Smullen@noaa.gov <Scott.Smullen@noaa.gov>
Cc: Justin.kenney@noaa.gov <justin.kennevfinoaa.gov>; Jennifer.AustinSnoaa.gov
<Jennifer.Austin@noaa.qov>; Heather_R._2ichal(
^___ Fetcher, Adam <Adam.Fetcher@dhs.qov>;
Nicholases._Shapiro(i
Sent: Wed Aug 04 11:06:51 2010
Subject: RE: FW: Topline of release

Original Message
From: Smith, Sean [mailto:Sean.Smith@dhs.gov]
Sent: Wednesday, August 04, 2010 11:05 AM
To:-Jane.Lubchenco©noaa.gov; KGriffis@doc.gov; Scott.Smullen@noaa.gov; Smith, Sean
Cc: justin.kenney@noaa.gov; Jennifer.Austin@noaa.gov; Heather_R._2icha|
Fetcher, Adam; Nicholas_S.__Shapi]
Subject: Re: FW: Topline of release^

Original Message
From: Jane Lubchenco <Jane.Lubchenco@noaa.gov>
To: Griffis, Kevin"<KGriffis@doc.gov>; Smullen, Scott <Scott.Smullen@noaa.gov>; Smith,
Sean <Sean.Smith@dhs.gov>
Cc: Kenney, Justin <Justin.kenney@noaa.gov>; Austin, Jennifer <Jennifer.Austin@noaa.gov>
Sent: Wed Aug 04 10:56:43 2010
Subject: RE: FW: Topline of release

Original Message
From: Griffis, Kevin [mailto:KGriffis@doc.gov]
Sent: Wednesday, August 04, 2010 10:54 AM



Justin Kenney

From:
Sent:
To:
Cc:
Subject:

Shapiro, Nicholas S.|
Wednesday, August i
Smith, Sean; Jane.Lubchenco@noaa.gov; KGriffis@doc.gov; ScottSmullen@noaa.gov
Justin.kenney@noaa.gov; Jennlfer.Austin@noaa.gov; Zichal, Heather R.; Fetcher, Adam
RE: FW: Topline of release

000599

Guys, its about to blast, is this not right?
WASHINGTON - The vast majority of the oil from the BP oil spill has either evaporated or been
burned, skimmed, recovered from the wellhead or dispersed using chemicals - much of which is
in the process of being degraded. Much of this is the direct result of the federal response
efforts.

Original Message
From: Smith, Sean
Sent: Wednesday, August 64, 2610 11:05 AM
To: 3ane.Lubchenco@noaa.gov; KGriffis@doc.gov; Scott.Smullen@noaa.gov; Smith, Sean
Cc: justin.kenney@noaa.gov; 3ennifer.Austin@noaa.gov; Zichal, Heather R.j Fetcher, Adam;
Shapiro, Nicholas S.
Subject: Re: FW: Topline of release

Original Message
From: 3ane Lubchenco <3ane.Lubchenco@noaa.gov>
To: Griffis, Kevin <KGriffis@doc.gov>; Smullen, Scott <Scott.Smullen@noaa.gov>; Smith, Sean
<Sean.Smith@dhs.gov>
Cc: Kenney, 3ustin <3ustin.kenney@noaa.gov>; Austin, 3ennifer <3ennifer.Austin@noaa.gov>
Sent: Med Aug 04 16:56:43 2010
Subject: RE: FW: Topline of release

Original Message
From: Griffis, Kevin [mailto:KGriffis@doc.gov]
Sent: Wednesday, August 04, 2010 10:54 AM
To: Smullen, Scott; Smith, Sean; Lubchenco, 3ane
Cc: Kenney, 3ustin; Austin, 3ennifer
Subject: RE: FW: Topline of release
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To: Smullen, Scott; Smith, Sean; Lubchenco, Jane
Cc: Kenney, Justin; Austin, Jennifer
Subject: RE: FW: Topline of release

Griffis, Kevin wrote:
Original Message

From: Jane Lubchenco [mailto:Jane.Lubchenco@noaa.gov]
Sent: Wednesday, August 04, 2010 10:45 AM
To: Smith, Sean; Griffis, Kevin
Cc: Kenney, Justin
Subject: RE: Topline of release

Original Message
From: Smith, Sean [mailto:Sean.Smith@dhs.gov]
Sent: Wednesday, August 04, 2010 10:36 AM
To: Jane.Lubchenco@noaa.gov; KGriffis@doc.gov
Subject: Topline of release

Scott Smullen

Deputy Director
NOAA Communications & External Affairs

202-482-1097 o / 202-494-6515 c

16
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Timothy Bagley

; Zichal,

Subject:

Secretaries,

Per discussion at Principals Call last night. I will have this conversation today.
Thad

From:

Sent: Sunday, June 13, 2010 5:25 AM
To: *mcnutt@usgs.gov'
Subject: FW: FLOW RATE ESTIMATE

Sent: Saturday, June 12, 2010 11:26 AM
To: Grawe, William; Neffenger, Peter RDML; Watson, James RADM; Nash, Roy RDML; 'Kayyem,
Juliette'
Cc: 'Marcia K McNutt*; Martha Garcia; Greene, Lawrence CDR; Ormes, David; Brown, Baron
CDR; Wiedenhoeft, Paul CAPT; Gould, Austin CAPT; McKenna, Robert CDR; Lindgren, Lance
LCDR; 'Mark K Sogge'; McPherson, James CAPT; LaBrec, Ronald CAPT; O'Neil, Christopher
LCDR; Rooke, Connie CDR; Parsons, Roger; Hubble, Solange; Gautier, Peter CAPT; Kelley,
Brian CAPT; Moland, Mark CDR
Subject: RE: FLOW RATE ESTIMATE
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From: Jane Lubchgnm

To: HO Deep Water HoriTon Staff; DWH leadership

Subject: oil budget report
Date: Wednesday, August04,2010 8:49:48 AM

I've asked the WH folks with whom we'reworking to please correct twoerrors aboutthe report.
Just fyi.

From: Jane Lubchenco
Sent: Wednesday, August 04,2010 8:45 AM
To:

Cc: Margaret.spring@noaa.gov; KSarri@doc.gov; KGrlffis@doc.gov; justln.kenney@noaa.gov;
SGilson@doc.gov; Jennifer Austin
Subject: RE: NYT: U.S. Finds Most Oil From Spill Poses Little Additional Risk

Sean and Heather,

I'm concerned to heap that the oil budget report is being portrayed as
saying that 75% of the oil is gone and that this is a NOAA report.
Please help make sure that both errors are corrected:
It's not accurate to say that 75% of the oil is gone. 50% of it is gone

either evaporated or burned, skimmed or recovered from the wellhead. 24%
has been dispersed, and although much of this is in the process of being
degradedj it is not 'gone* yet. The residual 26% is light sheen, weathered
tarballs, washed ashore or captured on beaches.

And I would hope that everyone would emphasize that this was an
interagency report3 not just a NOAA report.

Many thanks.



From: Zichal, Heather R. _______
Sent: Wednesday, August 04, 2010 9:44 AF
To: Griffis, Kevin; Smith, Sean ^^^^^
Cc: Smullen, Scott; Gilson, Shannon; 'Adam.Fetche^^^^ 'Bobby.Whithorm
Subject: Re: FW: DEEPWATER/Oil budget calculator draft release

Its the flow rate change - that can go back. Butwhat was the other edit?

005497

From: Griffis, Kevin <KGriffis@doc.gov>
To: Smith, Sean; Zichal, Heather R.
Ccjmujjen/jcottj<S^ Gilson, Shannon <SGilson@doc.gov>; Fetcher, Adam
|^|B__HWhithorne, Bobby^^•••^•^•^^H
Sent: Wed Aug 04 09:39:32 2010
Subject: FW: FW: DEEPWATER/Oil budget calculator draft release

NOAA is notgood with the edits that came back from OMB. Are wegood tochangeitback to theoriginal?

From: Scott Smullen [mailto:ScottSmullen@npaa.gov]
Sent: Wednesday, August 04, 2010 9:05 AM
To: Griffis, Kevin
Cc: Austin, Jennifer; Kenney, Justin; Miller, Mark
Subject: Re: FW: DEEPWATER/Oil budget calculator draft release

No. There is only one flow estimate - the one from Monday. There is no longer a high and a low.

Griffis, Kevin wrote:
Please see below. Are we good with these edits?

From: Zaidi, AH A. rmaiito:Ali A. Zaidi(S)omb.eop.gov)
Sent Wednesday, August 04, 2010 8:39 AM
To: Griffis, Kevin
Subject: Fw: DEEPWATER/Oil budget calculator draft release

Ifyou can make the edits two emails down - we're good.

From: Weatherly, Mark A.
To: Levenbach, Stuart; Zaidi, AH A.
Cc: Quinlan, John P.; Lyon, Randolph M.; Kumaraiah, Divya; Crutchfield,J C; Irwin, Janet E.
Sent: Tue Aug 03 18:37:57 2010
Subject: RE: DEEPWATER/Oil budget calculator draft release

Thanks Stu. Iagree a discussion of the alternative flow should be in there. Iffor some reason there is strong resistance
to that, at a minimum your edits to this included.

From: Levenbach, Stuart
Sent: Tuesday, August 03, 2010 6:18 PM
To: Weatherly, Mark A.

18
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Justin Kenney

From:

Sent:
To:

Subject:
Attachments:

Justin Kenney [Justin.kenney@noaa.gov]
Wednesday, August 04, 2010 10:11 AM
'scott.smul!en@noaa.gov'; 'kgriffis@doc.gov'
Re: [Fwd: Re: FW: DEEPWATER/Oil budget calculator draft release]
Message Text.txt; ATT00001.gif

She wants to talk to Sean.

Justin Kenney
NOAA Director of Communications
and External Affairs

Office: 202-482-6090

Cell: 202-821-6310

Facebook: www.facebook.com/noaa.lubchenco
(Sent from my BlackBerry)

From: Scott Smullen <Scott.Smullen@noaa.gov>
To: Justin kenney <Justin.kenney@noaa.gov>; kgriffis@doc.gov <kgriffis@doc.gov>
Sent: Wed Aug 04 10:08:35 2010
Subject: [Fwd: Re: FW: DEEPWATER/Oil budget calculator draft release]

If Jane is dead set against this... we need to weigh in now as to why

Original Message
Subject:Re: FW: DEEPWATER/Oil budget calculator draft release

Date:Wed, 04 Aug 2010 10:04:10 -0400
From:Smith. Sean fj ^

ToiKGrifhsffidoc.gov, Heather R. ZichaJ | "Smith, Sean"
CC:Scott.Smullen@noaa.gov, SGilson@doc.izov, "Fetcher. Adam" <Adam.F.etcher@dhs.gov:

"Whithorne, Bobby D"I T, Nicholas S. Shapird

+ Nick.

Let's change the opening line to the following:

Seventy-four percent of the oil from the BP oil spill is eitherevaporated, burned, skimmed", recovered from the wellhead or
has been dispersed, much of which is in the process of being degraded. Much of this is the direct result of the federal .
response efforts.

From: Griffis, Kevin <KGriffis(a)doc.qov>
To: Zichal, Heather R. <Heather R. ZichaJ J Smith, Sean |_
Cc: Smullen, Scott <Scott.Smullen(5)noaa.qov>; Gilson, Shannon <SGilson@doc.Qov>; 'Adam.Fetcher@dhs.gov'
<Adam.Fetcher@dhs.Qov>: 'Bobbv.Whithornj~
Sent: Wed Aug 04 09:45:33 2010
Subject: RE: FW: DEEPWATER/Oil budget calculator draft release

10
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From: Mart Miller
To: NQSQRRHA2MATSSC; William Conner; GtenWatabavaShl; John Tarntev. Pebble Pavton-. AmvMerten;Haft

Dlx: Bill Lehr; Doug Helton: Alan Mearns
Subject: "Pie Chart" Doc
Date: Thursday, July 29,2010 9:30:29 PM
Attachments: Qfl Budoet description 7 29 v 7.tfac

The OH Budget document has just started clearance by the White House.
It is positioned as a public information document and contains general
description of the oil fate. If there are changes I will route the final
version. Obviously not for release until after clearance.

Mark
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Deepwater Horizon/BP Oil Budget Calculator:
Where did the oil go?

The National Incident Command has assembled the best scientific minds in the government and
independent scientific community to produce anestimate ofjust how much oil has been skimmed,
burned, contained, evaporated and dispersed. They have developed a tool, called the Oil Budget
Calculator to determine wherethe oil hasgone. The numbers are based on best estimates ofhowmuch
oilwas released and how this oil is moving anddegrading.

Deepwater Horizon Oil Budget
Based on 60,000 barrels/dayflow rote

•Remaining oil is
either at the surface

as light sheen or

weathered tar balls,
has been

biodegraded, or has
already come

ashore.

Chemically
Dispersed

8%

Skimmed

3%

Figure 1: Oil Budget Calculator- Shows what has happened to the oil.

Explanation of Findings

The Flow Rate Technical Group (FRTG), assembledby the National Incident Command, estimatesthat
as of July 15, between 3-5 million barrels of oil had been released from the Deepwater FIorizon/BP
wellhead.

As shown in the pie chart (Figure 1), aggressive response efforts have been successful in recovering a
significant portion of the spilled oil. 16percent of the oil was captured directly from thewellhead by the
riser pipe insertiontube and top hat systems. In addition, burning and skimming operations collected
approximately 11 percent of the oil.

It is estimated that25 percentof the oil volume quickly evaporated or dissolved into the water column.
The volatile components of oil evaporate, while thecomponents that arenot volatile dissolve into the
water column or form residues such as tar balls. The evaporation rate estimate is based on scientific
research and observations conductedduringthe Deepwater Horizon incident. A different evaporation
rate is used for fresh and weathered oil to provide themost accuratenumber.
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16 percent of theoilhasdispersed physically into thewater column, and 8 percent of theoilwas
dispersed bythe application ofnearly 50,000 barrels ofchemical dispersants. Physical dispersion occurs
asa result of theoil coming out of the broken riser pipeat highspeed intothewatercolumn, which
caused some of it to spray off in small droplets (less than 100 microns - thediameter ofa human hair).

Some portionof the dispersedoil that is in droplets smallerthan 100microns remained below the
surface. Previous analyses have shown evidence ofa diffuse cloud of dispersed oilbetween 3300 and
4300 feet (citation: Federal JointAnalysis Group Report 1 and2,
http://ecowatch.ncddc.noaa.gov/JAG/reports.html).

We know thatnaturally occurring bacteria have consumed andbiodegraded a significant amount ofthe
oil. Bacteria thatbreak downthe dispersed andweathered surface oilarenaturally abundant inthe Gulf
ofMexico in large partbecause of the warm water there, the favorable nutrient andoxygen levels, and
thefact thatoilenters the Gulfof Mexico through natural seeps regularly. While thereis more analysis
to be done to quantify the exactrate ofbiodegradation in the Gulf, early indications arethatthelight
crude oil from this well is biodegrading quickly.

Afteraccounting for operations,dispersion and evaporation, 27 percentremains. This oil is eitherat the
surfaceas light sheen or weathered tar balls, has been biodegraded,or has already come ashoreon
beaches.

In summary, burning, skimming and direct recovery from the wellhead have removed roughly one
quarter of the oil. Around a quarter ofthe total has been naturally evaporated and just less than one
quarter dispersed into Gulfwaters. The remaining amount, just over one quarter is on the surface, in tar
balls, on the shore, already removed from the shore or has been biodegraded.

NOAA continues to track the movement ofthe remaining oil. It will issue daily surface oil trajectories
for as long as necessary and continue subsurface sampling to monitor the concentration and distribution
ofoil there. NOAA responders are workingwith the Unified Commandto develop monitoring strategies
for tar balls and near shore submerged oil.

Even though the threat to shorelines has decreased since the capping ofthe BP wellhead, federal
scientistsremain extremelyconcerned aboutthe impactto the Gulf ecosystem. Fully understanding the
impacts of this spill on wildlife,habitats,andnatural resources in the Gulf regionwill take timeand
continued monitoring and research.

Note on degree of confidence in calculations: The Oil Budget calculations are based on direct
measurementswhere possible and the best availablescientific estimateswhere measurementswere not
possible. Thenumbers for directrecovery and burns weremeasured directly and reported in daily
operational reports. Therestofthe numbers were based on previous scientific analyses, bestavailable
information anda broadrangeof scientific expertise. These numbers willcontinue to berefined based
on additional information and further analysis.

Attachments
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AppendixA:DeepwaterHorizonGulfIncidentBudgetToolReportfromJuly28,2010,contains
detailedexplanationofcalculationmethods.ThetoolwascreatedbytheUSGeologicalSurveyin
collaborationwithUSCoastGuard,NOAA,andNIST.
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From my original report:

The degree and detail of the response varied. In many cases the expert simply promised a more
thorough analysis at a later date. One expertwas unable to respond due to a confidentiality agreement
with BP. Response by an expert does not Indicate agreementwith the assumptions or conclusions in this
document

For Bill. C.

Ron Goodman U. of Calgary
Al Allan SpiiTec

James Payne Payne Env.
Tom Coolbaugh Exxon Mobil
Ed Overton LSU

Written comments
Written comments

Phone conversation
Written comments

Phone conversation

Juan Lasheras UCSD Supplied technical paper
Albert Venosa EPA Al's thinking about it
Merv Rngas Env Canada(ret) Written comments
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From: Mark MUter

To: Bill.LghrfiBnnaa.oflv

Cc: William Connw

Subject: Re: Fwd: Oil budgettod update - coordination
Date: Saturday, July 31,2010 6:25:07 AM

I deleted everyone who was not on yoursecond list. That includes:

AH Khelifa, Env. Canada
Pat Lambert, Env. Canada
Per Daling, SINTEF
David Usher, ISCO
Peter Carragher, BP
Michel Boufadel, Temple Univ.

Mark

BilI.Lehr@noaa.gov wrote:
> Mark,
>

> Did you get the revised words on the way to describe the expert group? From Steve's comments
yesterday, I am comfortable deleting the BP guy, although Steve is the one who originally gave me his
name. Al Venosa was going to check with his bosses to make sure he could be listed. Give him a call
before you include him.
>

> Bill
>

> Original Message
> From: Mark Miller <Mark.W.Miller@noaa.gov>
> Date: Saturday, July 31, 2010 3:11 am
> Subject: Re: Fwd: Oil budget too) update - coordination
> To: Sky Bristol <sbristol@usgs.gov>, Stephen E Hammond <sehammon@usgs.gov>, Bill Lehr
<Bill.Lehr@noaa.gov>
>

>

»Sky,
»

»I agree with your take on this. Maybe a quick call with the small
» group

» - Steve, you, me and Bill just to get the "eyes on, everything looks
» good" take would be good. Unfortunately our work starts when yours ends.
>>

>> Mark
»

» Sky Bristol wrote:
»

»> Mark,
>»

»> Looks like my last ended up with the wrong forwarding address. Cheers.
>»

>» <.(((<<<~~~~<.(((<<<~~'«*~<.(((<<<
>» Sky Bristol
»> sbristol@usgs.gov <>
>» Offictt30^02^181
>>>^

>»
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»> Begin forwarded message:
>»

>»

»» *From: *Sky Bristol <sbrlstol@usgs.gov <>>
»» *Date: *July 30, 2010 9:54:59 PM MDT
»» *To: ^Stephen E Hammond <sehammon@usgs.gov <»
»» *Cc: *sean.k.obrien@uscg.mil <>,
»» bill.lehr@noaa.gov <>,
»» mark.w.miller@noaa.mil <>,
>>>>HI^H^HBB|^B<>'
»» antonloTposso!o@mst!gov^<>, Tim
>»> Kern" <kernt@usgs.gov <>>
»» *Subject: **Re: Oil budget tool update - coordination*
>»>

»» Here's the message I just sent with some thoughts on ourapproach.
»»

»» Depending on what Bill and/orAntonio think aboutthe approach, we
>»>

»» may not need to get everyone together. If you all like the
»»

» direction,
>>

»» we can put things together and beta and get a review before going
»» live. In particular,we should make sure we get some input from CDR
>>»

>>» O'Brien on any changes to the message the report will be putting
>>»

»out
>>

>>» under the new scenario.
>»>

>»> —

>»>

>>» From Marda McNutt's description of the approach and MarkSogge's
»» input, I'm pretty sure this is a relatively simple modification.
>»>

»The
»

»» current application (attached FYI) sets oilFlowRate as a constant
>»> value for low and high discharge at 35,000 and 60,000 bbl/day,
>»> respectively. When we run it from the Web application, we send it
>>»

>>an

»

»» array of values from the daily variable input:
»»

»» —the day
»» -- OilyWater Collected (VOW)
»» - Oil Burned (VBU)
»» - Oil Collected via RTTT/TopHat (VDT)
»» - Dispersants Used, Surface (VCS)
»» ~ Dispersents Used Subsurface (VCB)
»»

»» It sounds like what we are doing is changing oilFlowRate from a
>»> constant to a variable that will start at some estimated initial
»»

»flow
»

»» rate and then decrease daily by a small fraction (less than 1% from
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ThisisthecopyjusttransmittedtotheWhiteHouse.Actualschedule
forreleaseisnotknownbutshouldbeshortly.

Mark
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BP Deepwater Horizon Oil Budget:
What Happened To the Oil?

The National Incident Command (NIC) assembled a number of interagency expert scientificteams to
estimate the quantity of BP Deepwater Horizon oil that has been released from the well and the fate of
that oil. The expertiseof government scientists serving on these teams is complemented by
nongovernmental and governmental specialists reviewing the calculations and conclusions. One team
calculated the flow rate and total oil released. Led by Energy Secretary Steven Chu and United States
Geological Survey (USGS) Director Marcia McNutt, this team announcedon August 2, 2010, that it
estimates that a total of 4.9 million barrels of oil has been released from the BP Deepwater Horizon well.
A second interagency team, led by the Department of the Interior (DOI) and the National Oceanic and
Atmospheric Administration (NOAA) developed a tool called the Oil Budget Calculator to determine
what happened to the oil. The calculator uses the 4.9 million barrel estimate as its input and uses both
direct measurements and the best scientific estimates available to date, to determine what has happened
to the oil. The interagency scientific report below builds upon the calculator and summarizes the
disposition of the oil to date.

In summary, it is estimated that burning, skimming and direct recovery from the wellhead removed one
quarter (25%) of the oil released from the wellhead. One quarter (25%) of the total oil naturally
evaporated or dissolved, and just less than one quarter (24%) was dispersed (either naturally or as a
result of operations) as microscopic droplets into Gulfwaters. The residual amount —just over one
quarter (26%) — is either on or just below the surface as light sheen and weathered tar balls, has washed
ashore or been collected from the shore, or is buried in sand and sediments. Oil in the residual and
dispersed categories is in the process of being degraded. The report below describes each of these
categories and calculations. These estimates will continue to be refined as additional information
becomes available.

Residual includes oil

that is on or just below
the surface as light
sheen and weathered

tar balls, has washed

ashore or been

collected from the

shore, or is buried in
sand and sediments.

Deepwater Horizon Oil Budget
Based on estimated release of 4.9m barrels ofoil

Burned

5%

Skimmed

3%

Chemically

Dispersed*
8%

Unified

Command

Response

Operations

*Oil in these 3 categories is
currently being degraded
naturally.

Figure 1: Oil Budget - Showscurrentbestestimates of what happenedto the oil.
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Explanation of Findings

Unified Command Response Efforts: Response efforts todeal with the oil have been aggressive. As
shown inthe pie chart (Figure 1), response efforts were successful inaddressing 33% ofthe spilled oil.
This includes oil that was captured directly from the wellhead bythe riser pipe insertion tube and top hat
systems (17%), burning (5%), skimming (3%) and chemical dispersion (8%). Direct capture, burning
and sldrnrning remove the oil from the water entirely, while chemically dispersed oil remains inthe
water until it is biodegraded, as discussed below.

Dispersion: Based onestimates, 16% oftheoil dispersed naturally into thewater column and 8% was
dispersed bythe application of chemical dispersants on and below the surface. Natural dispersion occurs
as aresult of the oil coming outofthe riser pipe athigh speed into the water column, which caused some
ofthe oil to spray off in small droplets. For the purpose ofthis analysis, 'dispersed oil' isdefined as
droplets that are less than 100 microns — about the diameter of ahuman hair. Oil droplets that are this
small are neutrally buoyant and thus remain inthewater column where theythen begin tobiodegrade.
Chemical dispersion also breaks theoilupinto small droplets to keep it from coming ashore in large
surface slicks and makes it more readily available for biodegradation. Chemical dispersants were applied
atthe surface and belowthe surface; therefore, thechemically dispersed oil ended up bothdeep in the
water column and just below the surface. Dispersionincreases the likelihood that the oil will be
biodegraded, both in the watercolumn andat the surface. Until it is biodegraded, naturally orchemically
dispersed oil, even in dilute amounts, can be toxic to vulnerable species.

All ofthe naturallydispersed oil and some ofthe oil that was chemically dispersed remainedwell-below
the surfacein diffuse clouds where it beganto dissipate further and biodegrade. Previousanalyses have
shown evidence ofdiffuse clouds ofdispersed oil between 3,300 and 4,300 feet in very low
concentrations (parts per million or less), moving in the direction ofknown ocean currents and
decreasing with distance from the wellhead, (citation: Federal Joint Analysis Group Report 1 and 2,
http://ecowatch.ncddc.noaa.gov/JAG/reports.html). Oil that was chemically dispersed at the surface
moved into the top 20 feet ofthe water column where it mixed with surroundingwaters andbeganto
biodegrade.

Evaporation and Dissolution: It is estimatedthat 25% ofthe oil volume quickly and naturally
evaporated or dissolved into the water column.The evaporation and dissolutionrateestimate is basedon
scientific researchand observations conducted during the Deepwater Horizon incident.

Dissolutionis different from dispersion. Dissolution is the process by which individualhydrocarbon
molecules fromthe oil separate and dissolve into the waterjust as sugarcanbe dissolved in water.
Dispersion is the process by which larger volumes ofoil are brokendown into smaller droplets of oil.

Residual: After accounting for the categories thatcanbe measured directly or estimated (i.e., recovery
operations, dispersion, andevaporation and dissolution), anestimated 26%remains. This figure is a
combination ofcategories allofwhich are difficultto measure orestimate. It includes oil stillonorjust
belowthe surface in the form oflight sheen ortarballs, oil thathaswashedashore orbeencollected
fromthe shore, and some that is buriedin sand andsediments andmay resurface throughtime. This oil
has also begun to degradethrough natural processes.
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Biodegradation: Dispersed oil in thewater column and oilonthe surface of thewater biodegrade
naturally. While thereis moreanalysis to bedone toquantify therate of biodegradation in the Gulf,
early observations and preliminary research results from a numberofscientists show that the oil from
the BPDeepwaterHorizonspill is biodegrading quickly. Scientists fromNOAA,EPA, DOEand
academia are working to calculate more precise estimates ofthis rate. It is well known that bacteria that
break down the dispersed andweathered surface oilareabundant intheGulfof Mexico in large part
because of thewarm water, thefavorable nutrient and oxygen levels, and thefact thatoil regularly
enters the GulfofMexico through natural seeps.

Explanation ofMethods and Assumptions

Flow Rate: The Oil Budget Calculator starts with an estimate ofthe cumulative amount ofoil released
over the course ofthe spill. The newest estimates reflect the collaborative work and discussions of the
National IncidentCommand'sFlowRate Technical Group (FRTG) led by UnitedStatesGeological
Survey (USGS)DirectorMarcia McNutt,and a team ofDepartment ofEnergy (DOE)scientists and
engineers, led by Energy Secretary Steven Chu.This group estimates that approximately4.9 million
barrelsofoil flowed from the BP Deepwater Horizonwellheadbetween April 22 and July 15,2010, at
whichtime the flow ofoil was suspended.The uncertainty ofthis estimate is ± 10%.The pie chart
above is based on this group's estimate of4.9 million barrels ofoil.

Direct Measures and Best Estimates: The oil budget calculations are based on direct measurements
wherever possible and the best available scientific estimates where measurements were not possible.
The numbers for direct recovery and burns were measured directly and reported in daily operational
reports. The skimming numbers were also based on daily reported estimates. The rest of the numbers
were based on previous scientific analyses, best available information and a broad range ofscientific
expertise. These numbers will continue to be refined based on additional information and further
analysis. Further information on these calculation methods is available in the Deepwater Horizon Gulf
Incident Budget Tool Report from Aug 1,2010 (available online). The tool was created by the US
Geological Survey in collaboration with US Coast Guard, NOAA and NIST.

Continued monitoring and research:

Our knowledge ofthe oil, dispersants, ecosystem impacts and human impacts will continue to evolve.
Federal agencies and many academic and independent scientistsare actively pursuing better
understandingof the fate, transport and impactofthe oil. The federal government will continueto report
activities, results and data to the public on a regularbasis. Updates and information can be foundat
www.restorethegulf.gov. and data from the response and monitoring can be found at
www.geoplatform.gov.

DOI,NASA and NOAA continue to refineunderstanding ofamounts ofremaining surface oil.NOAA
responders areworking withthe Unified Command onmonitoring strategies for tar balls andnear shore
submerged oil, andresearchers continue subsurface scanning andsampling to monitor the concentration,
distribution and impact of oil there. EPAandNOAA have carefully monitored BP'suse of dispersant in
the Gulfand continues to monitor the air, water and sediments near the shoreline for the presence of
dispersant andcrude oil components withspecial attention to human health impacts. Numerous NOAA-
and NSF-funded academic researchers and NOAA scientistsare investigatingrates ofbiodegradation,
ecosystem andwildlife impacts. DOI andDOE responders areworking to ensure control of thewell and
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accurate measurement ofoil released andoil remaining in the environment DOI is leading efforts to
mitigate impacts ofoil to terrestrial wildlife, natural resources, andpublic lands.
Even though thethreat to shorelines, fish and wildlife, and ecosystems has decreased since thecapping
oftheBPwellhead, federal scientists remain extremely concerned about the impact of the spill to the
Gulf ecosystem. Fullyunderstanding the impactsofthis spillon wildlife, habitats, andnatural resources
in the Gulf regionwill take time and continuedmonitoring andresearch.
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From: Mark MHler

To: NQS ORR HAZMATSST: William Conner: Gten Watabayashl; John Tarpley; Debbte Pavton; Amv Merten: Marie
PJx: Bill Lehr: Doua Helton: Alan Mearns

Subject: "Pie Chart" Doc
Date: Thursday, July 29,2010 9:30:29 PM
Attachments: OH Budget description 7 29 v 7.doc

The Oil Budgetdocument has just started clearance by the White House.
It is positioned as a public information documentand contains general
description of the oil fate. If there are changes I will route the final
version. Obviously not for release until after clearance.

Mark
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Deepwater Horizon/BP Oil Budget Calculator:
Where did the oil go?

TheNational Incident Command hasassembled the best scientific minds in the government and
independent scientific community toproduce an estimate ofjust how much oilhas been skimmed,
burned, contained, evaporated and dispersed. They have developed a tool, called the Oil Budget
Calculator to determine where the oil has gone. The numbers are basedon best estimates of howmuch
oil was released andhow this oil is moving and degrading.

Deepwater Horizon Oil Budget
Based on 60,000 barrels/dayflow rate

*Remainingoil is
either at the surface

as light sheen or
weathered tar balls,
has been

biodegraded, or has
already come

ashore.

Chemically
Dispersed

8%

Burned

5%

Skimmed

3%

Figure 1: Oil Budget Calculator- Shows what has happened to the oil.

Explanation of Findings

The Flow Rate Technical Group (FRTG), assembled by the National Incident Command, estimates that
as of July 15, between 3-5 million ban-els of oil had been released from the Deepwater Horizon/BP
wellhead.

As shown in the pie chart (Figure 1), aggressive response efforts have been successful in recovering a
significant portion of the spilled oil. 16 percent of the oil was captured directly from the wellhead by the
riser pipe insertion tube and top hat systems. In addition, burning and skimming operations collected
approximately 11 percent of the oil.

It is estimated that 25 percent of the oil volume quickly evaporatedor dissolved into the watercolumn.
The volatile components of oil evaporate, while the components that are not volatile dissolve into the
water column or form residues such as tar balls. The evaporation rate estimate is based on scientific
research and observations conducted during the Deepwater Horizon incident. A different evaporation
rate is used for fresh and weathered oil to provide the most accurate number.

\
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16 percent of the oil has dispersed physically into the water column, and 8 percent of the oil was
dispersed bythe application ofnearly 50,000 barrels ofchemical dispersants. Physical dispersion occurs
as aresult of theoilcoming outofthebroken riser pipe athighspeed into the water column, which
caused some of it to spray off in small droplets (less than 100 microns - the diameter ofahuman hair).

Some portion of thedispersed oil thatis in droplets smaller than 100 microns remained below the
surface. Previous analyses have shown evidence of adiffuse cloud of dispersed oil between 3300 and
4300 feet (citation: Federal Joint Analysis Group Report 1and 2,
http://ecowatch.ncddc.noaa.gov/JAG/reports.html).

We know that naturally occurring bacteria have consumed and biodegraded asignificant amount ofthe
oil. Bacteria that break down thedispersed and weathered surface oilare naturally abundant inthe Gulf
ofMexico inlarge part because of thewarm water there, the favorable nutrient and oxygen levels, and
the fact that oil enters the Gulfof Mexico through natural seeps regularly. While there ismore analysis
tobedone toquantify the exact rate ofbiodegradation inthe Gulf, early indications are that the light
crude oil from this well is biodegrading quickly.

After accounting foroperations, dispersion andevaporation, 27 percent remains. This oil is either atthe
surface aslightsheen orweathered tar balls, has been biodegraded, orhas already comeashore on
beaches.

In summary, burning, skimming anddirect recovery from the wellhead haveremoved roughly one
quarter ofthe oil. Around a quarter ofthetotal has beennaturally evaporated andjust less than one
quarter dispersed intoGulf waters. The remaining amount, just overonequarter is onthe surface, in tar
balls, on the shore, already removed fromthe shore orhasbeen biodegraded.

NOAA continues to track the movementoftheremaining oil. Itwill issue daily surface oil trajectories
for as longasnecessary and continue subsurface sampling to monitorthe concentration anddistribution
ofoil there. NOAA responders are working withtheUnified Command to develop monitoring strategies
for tarballs and nearshore submerged oil.

Even though the threatto shorelines has decreased since the cappingofthe BP wellhead, federal
scientists remain extremelyconcerned about the impact to the Gulf ecosystem. Fullyunderstanding the
impacts ofthis spill on wildlife, habitats, andnatural resources in the Gulf regionwill take time and
continued monitoring and research.

Note on degree of confidence in calculations: The Oil Budget calculationsarebased on direct
measurements where possible and the best available scientific estimates where measurements were not
possible. The numbers for directrecoveryandburns were measured directly andreported in daily
operational reports. The rest ofthe numberswere basedon previous scientificanalyses, best available
informationand a broadrange of scientific expertise. These numbers will continue to be refinedbased
on additional information and further analysis.

Attachments
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AppendixA:DeepwaterHorizonGulfIncidentBudgetToolReportfromJuly28,2010,contains
detailedexplanationofcalculationmethods.ThetoolwascreatedbytheUSGeologicalSurveyin
collaborationwithUSCoastGuard,NOAA,andNIST.
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Re: Need feed back from USCG and NOAA on potential changes tyftrftoQC

Subject: Re: Need feed backfrom USCG and NOAA on potential changes to oil budget tool
From: Sky Bristol <sbristol@usgs.gov>
Date: Sun, 01 Aug 2010 14:56:58 -0600
To: Mark Miller <Mark.W.Miller@noaa.gov>
CC:Stephen E Hammond <sehammon@usgs.gov>

Wecan probably round however we need to, so we'll look at this. Better give us till COB
tomorrow on this.

Ihaveto run now. My dad and brotherjust showed up at the lake with the boat. I'll check
email periodically.

<.«(«< <.(((<« <.«(«<
Sky Bristol
sbristol@usQS.aov

Office^30ag0^181

(<<<-?^<!(((<<< <.(((«<

On Aug 1, 2010, at 2:51 PM,. Mark Millerwrote:

I of26

All three is the best possible. This will make it much easier for us. Iapologize but do
you have any estimate on when that might be available - we have a call with the WH at
10:30 EDT tomorrow. Idon't need it by then but knowing when will be a great help.

I firmly support rounding the numbers - can we consider a maximum number of left
hand digits like three?

Mark

Sky Bristol wrote:

I recommend keeping all three reports, once we add in the "mean." In the
application, users can print any one report or all of them together, so it should
enable any or all of the reports to be used as appropriate. You all should decide
on guidance for when to use what report, and/or we can reorganize the
application a bit as well.

On a somewhat related note, Bill Lehr had recommended a while back that we
round everything to the nearest 10 barrels to help a little in communicating
uncertainty. Is that something you'd like to discuss with staff at the NIC?The
FRTG team from yesterday did not do this, but it might be worth considering. As
we are honing in on "real numbers," I think we want to get it as close to right as
we can and then not mess around with them.

I !

We also created a task toadd a similar pie chart with thecategories all broken j
out like what you included in the document from yesterday. That seemed to be a I
pretty useful chart, and it should be relatively for the developers to add into the j
application. I

9/27/2010 2:23 PM
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<.(((<« <.(((<« <.{((«<
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On Aug 1, 2010, at 2:21 PM, Mark Millerwrote:

Tomorrow morning is great. We have received strong pushback from WH
on the cumulative total used in our graphic being more that the official 4.93
M bbls. With the flow rate press release looking like it will go out on
Tuesday that means ourdocumentwon't go out until Wednesday so
tomorrow morning if possible is great. How will you handle the report?
Would it have only one set of graphics?

Mark

Sky Bristol wrote:

We have it on the list to produce a third report from the direct
"government estimates." However, we'll need to address that first
thing tomorrow if that is okay. We don't have the staffing today.

An alternative if available would be to have Antonio or one of the NIST

• guys run the R program directly with the latest spreadsheet. That
! won't get you the same report you see on the Web, but you'd have the

numbers.

Sent from my iPhone

On Aug 1, 2010, at 13:27, Mark Miller <Mark,W.Miller@noaa.gov>
wrote:

Sky,

Iwas wondering how difficult would it be for you to do a one off
Report that had just the flowrates and not the +/-10 % in it?

Mark

Sky Bristol wrote:

Mark,

Please add Steve Hammond to the list of executive
sponsors in the credits for the Oil Budget Tool if it's not too
late to get any changes intothat document. I'll be updating
the Web site version of these in the About page to match
what I sent. '

i <
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From:Mark.W.MI11er

To:MJonPfirJfiillletmMarkKSoaoe;Hammond.StfflhftnE;SkvBristol:Parsons.Roger;NathalieValette-
SJbfflCAnastas.PauKaeoa.qov:Perdaseoa.Bob<a>ena.oov:Vemra.AttorKagnam;i||im<Klvr
AHen,HarTV<a>fiaam8|l,epfl.q0V;VWIson.&reorv®enamallPnannv:Sarri.Kristen;ScottSmullen;Zichal.Heather
&JGilson.Shannon:MargaretSoring;KGrfflfteiSdocQov

Subject:RnalSubmission,OilBudget
Date:Tuesday,August03,20103:21:26PM
Attachments:tutBudgetdescription83HNALrinr*

ThisisthecopyjusttransmittedtotheWhiteHouse.Actualschedule
forreleaseisnotknownbutshouldbeshortly.

Mark
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BP Deepwater Horizon Oil Budget:
What Happened To the Oil?

The National Incident Command (NIC) assembled a number of interagency expert scientific teams to
estimate the quantity of BP Deepwater Horizon oil that has been released from the well and the fate of
that oil. The expertiseof government scientists serving on these teams is complemented by
nongovernmental and governmental specialists reviewing the calculations and conclusions. One team
calculated the flow rate and total oil released. Led by Energy Secretary Steven Chu and United States
Geological Survey(USGS)DirectorMarciaMcNutt, this team announced on August2, 2010, that it
estimates that a total of 4.9 million barrels of oil has been released from the BP Deepwater Horizon well.
A second interagency team, led by the Department of the Interior (DOI) and the National Oceanic and
Atmospheric Administration (NOAA) developed a tool called the Oil Budget Calculator to determine
what happened to the oil. The calculator uses the 4.9 million barrel estimate as its input and uses both
direct measurements and the best scientific estimates available to date, to determine what has happened
to the oil. The interagency scientific report below builds upon the calculator and summarizes the
disposition of the oil to date.

In summary, it is estimated that burning, skimming and direct recovery from the wellhead removed one
quarter (25%) of the oil released from the wellhead. One quarter (25%) of the total oil naturally
evaporated or dissolved, and just less than one quarter (24%) was dispersed (either naturally or as a
result of operations) as microscopic droplets into Gulfwaters. The residual amount—just over one
quarter (26%) — is either on or just below the surface as light sheen and weathered tar balls, has washed
ashore or been collected from the shore, or is buried in sand and sediments. Oil in the residual and
dispersed categories is in the process of being degraded. The report below describes each of these
categories and calculations. These estimates will continue to be refined as additional information
becomes available.

Residual includes oil

that is on or just below
the surface as light
sheen and weathered

tar balls, has washed
ashore or been

collected from the

shore, or is buried in
sand and sediments.

Deepwater Horizon Oil Budget
Based on estimated release of 4.9m barrels of oil

Unified

Command

Response

Operations

*Oil in these 3categoriesis
currently being degraded
naturally.

Figure 1: OilBudget - Shows current best estimates ofwhat happened tothe oil.
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Explanation ofFindings

Unified Command Response Efforts: Response efforts to deal with the oil have been aggressive. As
shown in the pie chart (Figure 1), response efforts were successful in addressing 33% ofthe spilled oil.
This includes oil that was captured directly from the wellhead by the riser pipe insertion tube and top hat
systems (17%), burning (5%), skimming (3%) and chemical dispersion (8%). Direct capture, burning
and sldrnming remove the oil from the water entirely, while chemically dispersed oil remains in the
water until it is biodegraded, as discussed below.

Dispersion: Based on estimates, 16% ofthe oil dispersed naturally into the water column and 8% was
dispersed by the application ofchemical dispersants on and below the surface. Natural dispersion occurs
as aresult oftheoilcoming outof theriser pipe athigh speed into thewater column, which caused some
ofthe oil to spray off insmall droplets. For the purpose ofthis analysis, 'dispersed oil' isdefined as
droplets that are less than 100 microns — about the diameter ofahuman hair. Oil droplets that are this
small are neutrally buoyant and thus remain inthe water column where they then begin to biodegrade.
Chemical dispersion also breaks the oil up into small droplets to keep it from coming ashore inlarge
surface slicks and makes it more readily available for biodegradation. Chemical dispersants were applied
at the surface and below thesurface; therefore, the chemically dispersed oil ended upboth deep inthe
watercolumn andjust below the surface. Dispersion increases the likelihood that the oil will be
biodegraded, bothinthe water column and atthesurface. Until it is biodegraded, naturally orchemically
dispersed oil,even in dilute amounts, can betoxicto vulnerable species.

All ofthenaturally dispersed oil and some of theoilthat waschemically dispersed remained well-below
thesurface in diffuse clouds where it began to dissipate further and biodegrade. Previous analyses have
shown evidence ofdiffuse clouds of dispersed oilbetween 3,300 and 4,300 feet in verylow
concentrations (parts permillion or less), moving in the direction ofknown oceancurrents and
decreasing withdistance from the wellhead, (citation: Federal Joint Analysis Group Report 1and 2,
http://ecowatcn.ncddc.noaa.gov/JAG/reports.htmD. Oilthatwaschemically dispersed atthesurface
movedinto thetop 20 feetofthe water column where it mixedwith surrounding waters and began to
biodegrade.

Evaporation andDissolution: It is estimated that25%ofthe oil volume quickly andnaturally
evaporatedor dissolved into the water column. The evaporationand dissolution rate estimate is based on
scientific research and observationsconductedduring the Deepwater Horizon incident.

Dissolutionis different from dispersion. Dissolution is the process by which individualhydrocarbon
molecules from the oil separateand dissolve into the waterjust as sugarcan be dissolved in water.
Dispersion is the processby which larger volumes ofoil arebroken down into smallerdroplets ofoil.

Residual:After accounting for the categoriesthat can be measured directly or estimated (i.e., recovery
operations, dispersion,and evaporationanddissolution), an estimated 26% remains. This figure is a
combination ofcategories all ofwhich aredifficult to measure or estimate. It includes oil still on or just
below the surface in the form of light sheen ortar balls, oil that has washed ashoreor been collected
from the shore, and some that is buried in sandand sediments andmay resurfacethrough time. This oil
has also begun to degrade through natural processes.
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Biodegradation: Dispersed oil inthe water column and oil onthe surface of the water biodegrade
naturally. While there ismore analysis tobedone toquantify the rate ofbiodegradation inthe Gulf,
earlyobservations and prelirninary research results from anumberof scientists show thatthe oil from
the BP Deepwater Horizon spill is biodegrading quickly. Scientists from NOAA,EPA, DOE and
academia areworking to calculate more precise estimates ofthis rate. It is well known thatbacteria that
break down the dispersed and weathered surface oil are abundant inthe Gulfof Mexico inlarge part
because of the warm water, the favorable nutrient and oxygen levels, and the fact that oil regularly
enters the Gulf ofMexico throughnatural seeps.

Explanation ofMethods and Assumptions

FlowRate:The Oil Budget Calculator starts with anestimateofthe cumulative amount ofoil released
over the course ofthe spill. The newest estimates reflect the collaborative work and discussions ofthe
National Incident Command's Flow Rate Technical Group (FRTG) led byUnited States Geological
Survey (USGS) Director Marcia McNutt, and ateam ofDepartment ofEnergy (DOE) scientists and
engineers, ledby Energy Secretary StevenChu. Thisgroup estimates thatapproximately 4.9million
barrels ofoil flowed from the BP Deepwater Horizon wellhead between April 22 andJuly 15,2010, at
which time the flow ofoil wassuspended. Theuncertainty ofthis estimate is + 10%. The piechart
above is based on this group's estimate of4.9 million barrels ofoil.

Direct Measures and Best Estimates: The oil budget calculations arebased on direct measurements
wherever possibleandthe best available scientific estimates where measurements werenot possible.
The numbers for directrecovery and burnswere measured directly andreported in daily operational
reports. The skimming numbers were also based on daily reported estimates. The rest ofthe numbers
werebased on previous scientific analyses, best available information and a broadrangeofscientific
expertise. These numbers will continue to be refined based on additional information and further
analysis. Further informationon these calculation methods is available in the Deqpwater Horizon Gulf
Incident Budget Tool Report from Aug 1,2010 (available online). The tool was created by the US
Geological Survey in collaboration with US Coast Guard, NOAA and NIST.

Continued monitoring and research:

Our knowledge ofthe oil, dispersants, ecosystem impacts and human impacts will continue to evolve.
Federal agencies andmany academic and independentscientistsare actively pursuing better
understandingofthe fate, transportand impact ofthe oil. The federal government will continue to report
activities, results and data to the public on a regularbasis. Updates and information can be found at
wwwjrestorethegulf.gov. and data from the responseand monitoring can be found at
www.geoplatform.gov.

DOI, NASA and NOAA continue to refine understanding ofamounts ofrerriaining surface oil. NOAA
responders areworking with the Unified Commandon monitoring strategies for tarballs andnear shore
submerged oil, andresearchers continue subsurface scanning and sampling to monitorthe concentration,
distribution and impact ofoil there. EPA andNOAA have carefully monitoredBP'suse ofdispersant in
the Gulf and continues to monitor the air,water and sediments nearthe shoreline for the presence of
dispersant and crudeoil components with special attention to humanhealthimpacts.Numerous NOAA-
andNSF-fimded academic researchers andNOAA scientistsare investigatingratesofbiodegradation,
ecosystem andwildlife impacts. DOIand DOE responders are working to ensure control ofthewelland
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accurate measurement ofoil released and oil remaining intheenvironment DOI is leading efforts to
mitigate impacts of oil to terrestrial wildlife, natural resources, and public lands.
Even though the threat to shorelines, fish and wildlife, and ecosystems has decreased since the capping
ofthe BP wellhead, federal scientists remain extremely concerned about the impact ofthe spill to the
Gulfecosystem. Fully understanding theimpacts of this spill onwildlife, habitats, and natural resources
intheGulfregion willtaketimeand continued monitoring and research.
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Re: Oil Budget - EPA Comments - follow up and a request r\ a r\qa-j

Reston, VA 20192
(703) 648-7411 (office)
(703) 648-4454 (fax)

www.usas.qov

From: Perciasepe.Bob@epamail.epa.gov [ mailto:PerciaseDe.Bob@eDamail.epa.gov 1
Sent: Saturday, July 31, 2010 9:12 AM
To: jane.lubchenco@noaa.gov; "Zichal, Heather R."| J; "QConnor, Rod"
<Rod.OConnor@hq.doe.gov>; Marcia KMcNutt <mcnutt@usgs.gov>; david_hayes@ios.doi.gov;|^

| Seth Oster <oster.seth@epa.gov>; "Smith, Sean"
<Sean.Smith@dhs.qov>; Larry.Robinsonl@noaa.gov; anastas.paul@epa.gov; "Allen, Thad.ADM"

•; richard:r.windgrove@noaa.gov
Subject: Oil Budget - EPA Comments

Jane and Marcia:

After last evening's "5 o'clock call" Jane followed up quickly to get EPA access to the
information and model work that has been used to develop the oil budget. I mentioned on
the call last night that Lisa and I were not comfortable with some of the distienctions and
omissions in the budget. With Jane's help our science team was able to review materials
and discuss with NOAA's Bill Lehr into the night. Here are our comments summarized by
me from Paul Anastas, Al Venosa and Greg Williams:

High Points:

-- The physically dispersed versus chemically dispersed has a logical basis, however, that is
different from saying it is accurate. It is reasonable to say that too little dispersant was
applied when the flow rate was thought to be lower and therefore not all of the oil was
chemically dispersed. That which was not chemically dispersed would be at least partially
naturally dispersed and there is research (for example from Norway) that looked at deep
water natural dispersion. The percentages are very rough and should not be
considered accurate . We still do not believe we should in a public document try to
distinguish between naturally and chemically dispersed oil in the ocean.These calculations
are extremely rough estimates yet when they are put into the press - which we want to
happen - they will take on a life of their own. We should combine these two categories.

- I believe there will be confusion between dispersion (natural and chem) with dissolution
and evaporation as they are used in some of the charts.

- Finally, no biodegradation rates are used at all which is a tremendous limitation. We have
made a decision during this ongoing event to enhance dispersions with chemicals to reduce
oil particle size and make it more bio available. We have evidence of biological activity
through dissolved oxygen levels indicative or aerobic digestion and some researchers have
seem oil droplets in zooplankton. Biological digestion and metabolism is what we were
seeking.
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Paul and Al can provide details from the science team to Bill Lehr at NOAA, but for now
based on these and after consultation with Paul, EPA suggestes in the interest of getting
these out this weekend that we:

1) combine natural and chemical into one catgory of dispersed oil on charts and in narrative.

2) clear up the dissolution and dispersion potential confusion with some additional
explanation.

3) if no estimate can be made of biodegradation at least have a robust discussion about it
both in terms of oil that will remain in marshes to be biodegraded and interms of our
expectaions and evidence of the dispersed oil subsea.

Remember Admiral Allen's three battle objectives were:

- Stop the leak
- keep it off the shore, and
- clean up what gets to the shore.

think the information in the oil budget will show success.

Bob Perciasepe
Deputy Administrator

(o)+1202 564 4711
(C)+1202 368 8193
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To: Stephen E Hammond <seliamrnon@usgs.gov>
From: Perciasepe.Bob@epamail.epa.gov
Date: 08/01/2010 01:59PM

cc: "bill lehr" <bill.lehr@noaa.gov>, "mark w miller" <mark.w.miller@noaa.gov>, "Mark KSogge"
<mark_sogge@usgs.gov>, "Sky Bristol" <sbristol@usgs.gov>, "seank o'brien" <sean.k.o'brien@uscg.gov>,
Stephen E Hammond <sehammon@usgs.gov>
Subject: Re: Oil Budget - EPAComments - follow up anda request

OK

Here is a little more from Paul Anastas and Al Venosa.

Regarding Suggestion 1, EPA agrees thatthe ultimate message to the public will likely be that the oil was
successfully dispersed with chemical dispersants, butuntil we know withsome degree of certainty how much
was chemically dispersed vs. physically dispersed, we are hesitant to assigndistinct percentages at this time.
The existing evidence shows thatthe droplet size from deep sea dispersant injection is very small, which is
usually consistent withchemical dispersion undernormal circumstances of surface application. However, the
deep sea injection is unique to us alldue to the extreme turbulence at the wellhead, and EPA feels the evidence

• is currently not sufficient to enable us to distinguish accuratelychemical from physicaldispersion mechanisms.

Regarding Suggestion 3, EPAindeed feels strongly that biodegradation will turn out to be an extremely important
ultimate oil fate mechanism in the oil budget calculattons. We would be happy to take the lead inwriting the story
on this in the planned follow-on report, and a simple mention at this juncture seems appropriate.

Regarding Suggestion 2, EPA feels that USGS and NOAA have enough information from their models to enable
distinct descriptions of oil fate due to dispersion and evaporation/dissolution. We think it would be more accurate
if someone from USGS or NOAAwrite this section because the modeling effort was not conducted by EPA
scientists.

I recognize we have suggested additional explanation here on this matter (number2), so I am going to haveto
leave it in your judgement

Bob Perciasepe
Deputy Administrator

b)+1202 564 4711

From: Stephen E Hammond <sehammon@usgs.gov>

To: Bob Perciasepe/DC/USEPA/US@EPA

Cc: "mark w miller"<mark.w.mil!er@noaa.gov>. "bill tehr"<blll.lehr@noaa.gov>, "Sky Bristol"<sbristo!@usgs.gov>, "Mark K Sogge"
<mark_soge8@usgs.gov>, "sean k o'brien"<sean.k.o'bri8n@uscg.gov>, Stephen E Hammond <sehammon@usgs.gov>

Date: 08/01/2010 08:32 AM

Subject: Re: Oil Budget - EPA Comments - followup and a request

Bob,

Thanks for the feedback, greatly appreciated Based on areprot I received, it sounds likewe have another day
or two before the WH makes a press release on the subject. We may have a bit more time now to discuss how
to improve documentation.
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Steve

Stephen E. Hammond
US Geological Survey
Chief Emergency Operations Office,
National Geospatial Program
Reston, VA

IX)

-Perciasepe.Bob@epamail.epa.gov wrote:

To: "Stephen E Hammond" <sehammon@usgs.gov>
From: Perciasepe.Bob@epamail.epa. gov
Date: 07/31/2010 10:10PM
cc: "markw miHer" <mark.w.milIer@noaa.gov>, "bill lehr" <bill.lehr@noaa.gov>, "Sky Bristol"
<sbristol@usgs.gov>, "Mark KSogge"<mark__sogge@usgs.gov>, "sean k o'brien" <sean.k.o'brien@uscg.gov>
Subject: Re: Oil Budget - EPA Comments - follow up and a request

Thanks Steve.

I will try to get some language but NOAA science folks like Steve Murawski know this better than I. The basic
idea is that this will be the first government input into the fate of the oil issue and biodegradationis a big part of
that. That should be pretty easy to discuss. I will think how I can help on the other item 2.1 agree it is a tough
one.

I think you are making a mistake on the separate estimates of dispersal but I have no additional arguments other
than it is not verifiable and we will be trying to explain it for the rest of our time on this. I will take it up withwhite
house.

I greatly appreciate your attention to out concerns.

Bob Perciasepe
Office of the Administrator

(0)202 564 4711

From: Stephen E Hammond [sehammon@usgs.gov]
Sent: 07/31/2010 07:53 PM AST

To: Bob Perciasepe
Cc: mark.w.miller@noaa.gov; bill.lehr@noaa.gov; Sky Bristol <sbristol@usgs.gov>; Mark KSogge
<mark_sogge@usgs.gov>; sean.k.o'brien@uscg.gov; Stephen E Hammond <sehammon@usgs.gov>
Subject: Fw: Oil Budget - EPA Comments - follow up and a request

Hi Bob,

I'mwith USGS and serve as a member of the Interagency Solutions Group as a liaison between the FRTG and
the the NIC. USGS spent some time this afternoon with NOAA and USCG discussing the three suggestions you
made below in preparation to update and modify the oil budget tool that has been developed. I'll give youa
quick update on the discussion of suggestion 1 &3, then ask you to provide some additional feedback on
suggestion 2.

Suggestion 1 - combine natural and chemical into one catgoryof dispersedoil on charts and in narrative.
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Decision - Based on how NOAA is developing a commmunication product with the WH, the dispersion types
(Natural &Chemical) will not be combined. We appreciate the case for combining them howeverthe goal is to
show chemical dispersion as part of the Federal response to the spill.

Suggestion 3 - if no estimate can be made of biodegradation at least have a robust discussion about it both in
terms of oil that will remain inmarshes to be biodegraded and in terms of our expectaions and evidence of the
dispersed oil subsea.
Decision - NOAA is ingeneral agreement that more is needed here. They indicated that they tried to make this
explanation as robust as possible. We believe that a second document will be prepared inthe near future that
addresses biodegradation as the primary focus. It will includeas much as it can on biodegradation rates.

Suggestion 2 - clear up the dissolutionand dispersion potential confusion with some additional explanation.
Decision - There is agreement on this yet we have found it difficult to describe in a short paragraph. We'd like
to ask you to provide a short write-up that we can consider for thsi explanation in the oil budget tool.

We are working to get tell toll updated by this evening. Anyfeedback you can offer quickly is greatly
appreciated.

Steve

Stephen E. Hammond
US Geological Survey
Chief Emergency Operations Office,
National Geospatial Program
Reston, VA

fax)

Forwarded by Stephen E Hammond/GEOG/USGS/DOl on 07/31/2010 07:24PM

To: Stephen E Hammond/GEOG/USGS/DOI@USGS
From: Mark K Sogge/DO/USGS/DOl
Date: 07/31/2010 04:19PM

Subject: Fw: Oil Budget - EPA Comments

Forgot to cc you...

Mark

Forwarded by Mark K Sogge/DO/USGS/DOl on 07/31/2010 03:19 PM -—

From: Mark K Sogge/DO/USGS/DOl

To: Sky Bristol/RGIO/USGS/DOI@USGS

Date: 07/31/2010 03:16 PM

Subject: Fw: Oil Budget - EPA Comments

Hi Sky,
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I just got the chance to read through this. These changes are clearlywithin the decisiondomainof Bill Lehr and
the USCG, rather than USGS.

I see that Bill was referred to in Bob's email, but was not cc'ed on the messages. A logical next step is to get
this feedback to him. Do you prefer to do that, or have me take lead on it?

Mark

Mark Sogge
Deputy Chair, NIC Flow Rate Technical Group
Chiefof Staff, USGS Western Region
2255 Gemini Drive, Flagstaff, AZ 86001

FAX: 928-556-7266

mark_sogge@usgs.gov

— Forwarded by Mark K Sogge/DO/USGS/DOl on 07/31/2010 03:12 PM —

From: Marcia K McNutt/DO/USGS/DOl

To: Perciasepe.Bob@epamail.epa.gov, jane.lubchenco@noaa.gov, Heather_R._Zicha__________|,
Rod.OConnor@hq.doe.gov, david__hayes@ios.doi.gov,_________________|. oster.seth@epa.gov,
Sean.Smith@dhs.gov, Larry. Robinsonl @noaa.gov, anastas.paul@epa.gov,

^.gov, richard.r.windgrove@noaa.gov

Cc: Mark K Sogge/DO/USGS/DOl, sbristol@usgs.gov

Date: 07/31/2010 10:56 AM

Subject: RE: Oil Budget - EPA Comments

Bob-

Thanksfor these very helpful and constructive points. I will pass these on to MarkSogge and Sky Bristol to take
intoaccount in the next iteration of the tool. We are happy to follow the lead of NOAA and EPA as to how to deal
with what we agree are a lot of poorly constrained areas currently withwhat was happening to the oil inthe
subsurface. I think your point about the low flow rates resulting in tow dispersant application is a good one,
although'in my conversations with BP and the ROV pilots it seems that the efficiency of dispersant application
accountsfor everything. For example, surface dispersant application on a thin sheet of oil has one rate of
efficiency which is low, Very high rates of dispersion were seen by the pilotswhen they were able to put
disperston wands directly into concentrated oil plumes such as inside the end of the broken riser or a narrow jet
from the kill line.

Marcia

Dr. Marcia K. McNutt

Director, U.S. Geological Survey
12201 Sunrise Valley Drive MS 100
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Subject: Re: Need feed back from USCG and NOAA on potential changes to oil budget tool
From: Mark Miller <mark.w.miller@noaa.gov>
Date: Sun, 01 Aug 2010 16:21:20 -0400
To: Sky Bristol <sbristol@usgs.gov>
CC: Stephen E Hammond <sehammon@usgs.gov>

Tomorrow morning is great. We have received strong pushback from WH on the cumulative
total used in our graphic being more that the official 4.93 Mbbls. With the flow rate press
release looking like itwill go out on Tuesday that means our document won't go out until
Wednesday so tomorrow morning ifpossible is great. How will you handle the report? Would
it have only one set of graphics?

Mark

I of 12

Sky Bristol wrote:

We have it on the list to produce a third report from the direct "government estimates."
However, we'll need to address that first thing tomorrow if that is okay. We don't have
the staffing today.

An alternative if available would be to have Antonio or one of the NIST guys run the R
program directly with the latest spreadsheet. That won't get you the same report you
see on the Web, but you'd have the numbers.

Sent from my iPhone

On Aug 1, 2010, at 13:27, Mark Miller <Mark.W.Miller@noaa.qov> wrote:

Sky,

I was wondering how difficult would it be for you to do a one off Report that had
just the flowrates and not the +/-10 % in it?

Mark

Sky Bristol wrote:

Mark,

Please add Steve Hammond to the list of executive sponsors in the credits
for the Oil Budget Tool if it's not too late to get any changes into that
document. I'll be updating the Web site version of these in the About page to
match what I sent.

Inland recovery somehow did not make it into the printed report. I added that
as a task for the next "cleanup" version.

i

: Thanks.

• <.(((<« <.(((<« <.(({<«
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Begin forwarded message:

From: "Stephen E Hammond" <sehammon @usgs.gov>
Date: August 1, 2010 6:59:04 AM MDT
To: Sky Bristol <sbristol@usgs.gov>
Cc: Mark Miller <mark.w.miller@noaa.gov>
Subject: Re: Need feed back from USCG and NOAA on potential
changes to oil budget tool

Sky,

Can you add my name to that of Kevin & Matha as an executive sponsor?

Also, I suggest that the definition of "Inland Recovery" be added to
information in the executive summary output.

Stephen E. Hammond
US Geological Survey
Chief Emergency Operations Office,
National Geospatial Program
Reston, VA
703-648-5033 (wl

ax)

-Sky Bristol <sbristol(S)usas.aov> wrote:

To: Mark Miller <mark.w.miller@noaa.Qov>

From: Sky Bristol <sbristol(S)usQs.Qov>
Date: 07/31/2010 09:36PM
cc: Stephen Hammond <sehammon(5)usas.aov>
Subject: Re: Need feed back from USCG and NOAA on potential changes
to oil budget tool

I don't mean to be picky and it's not a huge deal, but I made some
modifications to the credits section here to better represent the folks
involved with the Oil Budget Tool.

<.(((< <<~~~~<.(((<<<~~~~<.(((<«
Sky Bristol
sbristol@usas.aov

Office: 303-202-4181
I!
i !•
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Re: Oil Budget Tool Update Complete - Draft Final with Report
010819
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(c) 202 368 8193

From: Stephen E Hammond rsehammon@usqs.qov1
Sent: 07/31/2010 07:53 PM AST •

To: Bob Perciasepe
Cc: mark.w.miHer@noaa.qov: bill. lehr@noaa.gov: Sky Bristol <sbristol@usas.gov>: Mark K Sogge

<mark soqge@usgs.aov>: sean. k.o'brien@uscg. gov. Stephen E Hammond <sehammon@usqs.gov>
Subject: Fw: Oil Budget - EPA Comments - follow up and a request

Hi Bob,

I'm with USGS and serve as a member of the Interagency Solutions Group as a liaison
between the FRTG and the the NIC. USGS spent some time this afternoon with NOAA and
USCG discussing the three suggestions you made below in preparation to update and
modify the oil budget tool that has been developed. I'll give you a quick update on the
discussion of suggestion 1 & 3, then ask you to provide some additional feedback on
suggestion 2.

Suggestion 1 - combine natural and chemical into one catgory of dispersed oil on charts
and in narrative.

Decision - Based on how NOAA is developing a commmunication product with the WH, the
dispersion types (Natural & Chemical) will not be combined. We appreciate the case for
combining them however the goal Is to show chemical dispersion as part of the Federal
response to the spill.

Suggestion 3 - if no estimate can be made of biodegradation at least have a robust
discussion about it both in terms of oil that will remain in marshes to be biodegraded and
in terms of our expectaions and evidence of the dispersed oil subsea.
Decision - NOAA is in general agreement that more is needed here. They indicated that
they tried to make this explanation as robust as possible. We believe that a second
document will be prepared in the near future that addresses biodegradation as the primary
focus. It will include as much as it can on biodegradation rates.

! Suggestion 2 - clear up the dissolution and dispersion potential confusion with some
{ additional explanation.
j Decision -There is agreement on this yet we have found itdifficult to describe in a short
| paragraph. We'd like to ask you to provide a shortwrite-up that we can consider for thsi

explanation in the oil budget tool.

We are working to get tell toll updated by this evening. Any feedback you can offer quickly
is greatly appreciated.

Steve

Stephen E. Hammond
US Geological Survey
Chief Emergency Operations Office,
National Geospatial Program
Reston, VA
703-648-5033

Forwarded by Stephen E Hammond/GEOG/USGS/DOI on 07/31/2010 07:24PM
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Sarvana, Adam

From: Boyd, April [ABoyd@doc.gov]
Sent: Tuesday, December 21, 2010 11:40 AM
To: Sarvana, Adam; Wright, Jonathan
Cc: Lubchenco, Jane; Murawski, Steve; Flemma, Jean
Subject: RE: requested documents
Attachments: imageOOl .jpg; image002.jpg; image003.jpg; image004.jpg

Adam,

I have been and will continue to communicate with Committee staff on this matter. Please work through Jean Flemma.

April

From: Sarvana, Adam [mailto:Adam.Sarvana@mail.house.gov]
Sent: Tuesday, December 21, 2010 11:35 AM
To: Boyd, April; Wright, Jonathan
Cc: Lubchenco, Jane; Murawski, Steve
Subject: RE: requested documents

April,

Thanks for the call and message yesterday. Please keep all communication on this issue written from now on.
There isn't anything to discuss on the phone.

When you redact files requested by the Chairman of the Natural Resources Committee and don't explain why, it
is the very definition of unresponsive. Send us the full unredacted versions of every document you originally
transmitted or provide a reason for the redactions in writing by 4:00 today. The Monday cutoff has already
come and gone with nothing but a phone call offering to discuss this further. My boss is concerned that NOAA
isn't taking this seriously.

Adam Sarvana

Communications Director

Rep. Raul M. Grijalva (AZ-07)
(520) 622-6788 Office (During Christmas week)
(202) 573-2562 Cell

From: Boyd, April [mailto:ABoyd@doc.gov]
Sent: Monday, December 20, 2010 1:14 PM
To: Sarvana, Adam
Cc: Wright, Jonathan
Subject: RE: requested documents

Adam,

I have left messages for you on your work and cell numbers. Please give me a call at your convenience. I'm at 202-482-
3663.

April



April Boyd
Assistant Secretary for Legislative and Intergovernmental Affairs
Department of Commerce
T 202-482-3663 F 202-482-4090

aboyd@doc.gov

From: Sarvana, Adam [mailto:Adam.Sarvana@mail.house.gov]
Sent: Saturday, December 18, 2010 2:53 PM
To: Wright, Jonathan; Boyd, April
Cc: Lubchenco, Jane; Murawski, Steve
Subject: RE: requested documents

All,

Jonathan called me last night to say that the heavily redacted documents we received in response to the request
from my boss and Chairman Rahall are all we're going to get. He said such redactions are common and fall
under "agency privilege." He informed me that he would no longer communicate with me, only committee or
subcommittee counsel, and would do this no earlier than Monday. I asked him to put all of this in writing to
memorialize the conversation. Instead, he wrote a short note: "Per our conversation, we can begin to address the
questions below with Committee or Subcommittee staff next week. Please feel free to send along the our [sic]
contact information."

This is not only unacceptable but legally untenable. NOAA has never offered any justification for these heavy
redactions, and Jonathan's assertion of "agency privilege" has no basis in the relevant rules or precedents. Many
redactions appear in the middle of conversations directly pertinent to our inquiry. A request for documents from
Members of Congress —particularly the Chairman of the Natural Resources Committee, which has authority
to conduct environmental oversight ~ is not something NOAA or any other agency has the power to redact. Nor
does the Department of Commerce decide who it speaks to regarding such a request. Jonathan's insistence that
NOAA, the Department of Homeland Security and other agencies have the right to redact at will
communications sought by committee chairmen, and that only committee counsel is in a position to "begin to
address" the questions that raises, is not just unresponsive but absurd. When we publish the report on our
findings, this may very well be noted in the media and elsewhere.

Jonathan's call to me changes nothing about our previously stated demand to see full, unredacted versions of
every document NOAA originally sent to us no later than Monday at 4:00 p.m. If NOAA intends to assert the
right to redact these documents, provide justification as soon as possible with relevant citations in statute.
"Agencyprivilege" as Jonathan described it is not an acceptable reason to black out portions of e-mails
requested by Members of Congress.

Adam Sarvana

Communications Director

U. S. Rep. Raul M. Grijalva (AZ-07)
(202) 225-2435 office
(202) 573-2562 cell

AAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAA

From: Sarvana, Adam
Sent: Friday, December 17, 2010 1:10 PM
To: 'Wright, Jonathan'
Cc: Boyd, April
Subject: RE: requested documents



Jonathan and April,

The redactions run to hundreds of pages and are clearly unjustified. We're not going to get into a process of
picking and choosing and dragging things out. You have a record of which files you sent us. Please resend those
same files without redactions. Again, these are in response to a chairman's letter and are part of our oversight
responsibilities. We've spent a good amount of time reviewing these, and I'm on the verge of telling my boss
NOAA's response was uncooperative. There are blacked-out messages in the middle of pertinent conversations.
There is no basis for this. It is completely unacceptable.

Adam Sarvana

Communications Director

U. S. Rep. Raul M. Grijalva (AZ-07)
(202) 225-2435 office
(202) 573-2562 cell

From: Wright, Jonathan [mailto:JWright@doc.gov]
Sent: Friday, December 17, 2010 12:42 PM
To: Sarvana, Adam
Cc: Boyd, April
Subject: RE: requested documents

Adam,

If you can provide a list of document numbers that contain the redactions you mentioned below, we can put you
in touch with the applicable agencies to discuss possible ways to accommodate your request.

Jon Wright
Office of the Secretary
Legislative and Intergovernmental Affairs
U.S. Department of Commerce
202-482-6080 (desk)
202-320-1531 (cell)

From: Sarvana, Adam [mailto:Adam.Sarvana@mail.house.gov]
Sent: Friday, December 17, 2010 12:04 PM
To: Wright, Jonathan
Cc: 'woc@noaa.gov'
Subject: RE: requested documents

Jonathan,

These documents include some heavy redactions. These are not in response to a FOIA request - they're in
response to a chairman's letter. If NOAA has a justification for these redactions, many of which are clearly not
based on private personal information, please advise as soon as possible. There are blacked-out portions of e-
mail conversations pertinent to our inquiry that have nothing to do with people's cell phone numbers or home
addresses.
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